
After a year sidelined by a global pandemic and the “new normal,” on Saturday 10

July, The Clamarati sounded the conch and convened with five courageous and

fully vaccinated crawlers for a gastronomical road rally of epic proportions that

was the 7th Annual Lil Rhody Clam Cake Crawl.

ORIGINS STORY

As our lore goes:

The genesis of our Crawl dates back about eight or so years ago when Joe M and I

recorded an episode of our pubcast, Joe Mecca’s Big Mouth. In one of our ‘casts,

we talked specifically about clam cakes being a uniquely Rhode Island food and

that everyone has a very passionate response to the question “Who has the best

clam cake?” It’s a very intimate preference, based on personal taste (some like it

crunchy, some like it soft, some like big nubbins, some like tiny bits of clams versus

large chunks), historical geographical comforts, and family history. So why not

indulge in another bad idea that keeps getting worse by spending a day driving

around the Ocean State, eating fried bivalve goodness at a dozen or so clam

shacks, and rating them on various qualities? After nearly a decade on on the

Rhode, we’re now a thing!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16Q5n2hQ32g

SHACK SELECTION

Two years since we had last Crawled, The Clamarati sensed a duty to visit

something old, something new, something bilvalved, something [out of the] blue.

Since our inception, we have visited over 30 shacks throughout the Ocean State,

mainly along the “coast” (not too far inland as to keep things rolling on the road).

We maintain a comprehensive tracker of all-things clam shack on the

Clammadore 2600, updating the list as field scouts share the inside scoop on new

joints opening and others closing (or pivoting from clam cakes to wings as one

does). 

The Clamarati (Joe, RSB, Carol) convened at The Clubhouse to discuss this year’s Crawl.

We’re also consistently asked or shamed as to why we “Didn’t visit this place, you

dumdum?” or “You should go to this place. It’s the best!” While we appreciate

everyone’s passion about their favorite clam shack, we do like to keep some

semblance of order on our route (without going too far out). 

For CCC7, our itinerary incorporated Top 5 finishers, a few shacks we had not

visited in a few years, and a few new joints. And, as custom, the itinerary was

secured in a lockbox until the day of the Crawl, contenders not announced until

we departed each location.

THE SCORING

We use a rubric on which we rate clam cakes based on a few key learnings and

discussions over the past year.

Crispiness: Is it crispy or limp? Do you hear the bite into the clam cake as you

eat?

Tenderocity: Is it soft or firm inside? Can you easily bite into it? Is it fully

cooked or still doughy? How was it to chew?

Seapidity: What does it taste like? Does it have any flavor? Are there other

elements that balance well or overpower? Has it been assalted?

Nubbins: Does it have any of those protrusions on the clam cake that can also

be used as a handle as you eat and/or look like bodily appendages?

Clam-to-Cake Ratio (C2C ): Does it have a lot of clams? Are they chunks or

shavings? Do you taste clams in every bite?

Clambiance: As an overall experience, would you go here again? Did the decor /

environment meet your own description of clam shack? Would you recommend

this shack to others?

Dining Experience: Was there a wait at the window? How long did it take you

to get your order? What types of amenities were available (eg. napkins, cutlery)?

How was the staff? What was the parking situation? Are clam cakes served in

sustainable/paper packaging or styrofoam containers?

Each category is rated on a zero to 10 point scale, whole numbers only. The best

possible score is 70 points. 

HI NEIGHBOR! HAVE A GANSETT!

An inevitable clamaboration! RSB, Carol, Clambina, Joe, David, and Christopher get ready to hit the

Rhode!

Along for the journey, we’re clammerghasted to have Narragansett Beer, the

Official Beer of the Clam, as our official sponsor! Long time fans of our local brew

(and new brewery in India Point Park), our clamaboration was inevitable. RSB

traditionally stays hydrated on the Crawl by crushin’ it like Quint with a lager

tallboy or a Fresh Catch.

LET’S GET CRAWLING!

Convening at Villa Mecca in Riverside, The Clamarati were joined by three-time

veteran Crawl-Stars and local authorities on the history of Rhode Island clam

shacks, David Norton Stone and Christopher Martin.

The Clamwagen gassed up, coolers stocked with Gansett tallboys, hand sanitizer

a-plenty, and gastrointestinal systems coaxed into compliance, we were ready for

our bivalvic road rally!

Where are we going? How many clam cakes will we consume? What’s changed

since we last Crawled (pre-Covid)? Will the rain from Tropical Storm Elsa ease up?

Let’s see where the day takes us.

Stop #1: Amaral’s Seafood / Warren, RI

It’s been awhile since we visited Amaral’s, tucked away in a more industrial part

of Warren and where Crawler Emeritus Sir Russell dubbed as “the shack where

the Ramones get their clam cakes.”

Joe checks out the menu as he orders the inaugural batch of the Crawl. The scallop roll piques his

interest (for another day).

Joe ordered up the first batch as David chatted with the staff about the menu.

While a purveyor of clam cakes and chowder, Amaral’s is a Warren staple for

grinder and fried scallop rolls, the latter’s aroma wafting from the kitchen.

Amaral’s origin story

Bagged and bragged!

Hot hot hot out of the fryolator and to our palates!

Nice color contrast with the shack’s branding.

David inspects clam cake number one, considering all factors in our rubric.

Scorecards and clipboards (and laps) have been deployed. A pensive time, indeed.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Extra crispy exterior. Likely first batch of the day. Had a tinge of scallop

flavor. A little doughy. Inside more of a diner environment.

Joe: Small.Tasty. Well seasoned. Crispy exterior. Good CC. Great double bag –

newspaper design.

Carol: Location, fresh! Slightly underdone. Mix of seafood flavor.

Christopher: Nice & hot. Mild clam flavor. No nubbins.

David: Great double-lined bag. A little underdone. Love the homey touches in

decor

Stop #2: Quito’s Restaurant / Bristol, RI (2016
Winner)

In the heart of Bristol, home of the longest consecutively running Independence

Day Parade, is Quito’s Restaurant, winner of our third Crawl and a perennial top-

three finisher. 

Extra crispy, yet not super dense to the bite.

Christopher considers the nubbinly goodness.

Behold! (despite an overcast day on Bristol Harbor)
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Carol nonchalantly tastes and tests.

All things considered are being considered.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Very crispy exterior (good). Large clam chunks, nubbins galore. Mild

flavor, tender inside, not undercooked.

Joe: Small, tasty. Odd flavor burnt smell. Still great overall flavor.

Carol: Soft interior, loads of clams. Tartar sauce (homemade) unnecessary.

Fresh and local.

Christopher: Nice & hot. Flavorful. Good nubbins. Great location.

David: Compact and dense. Micronubbins  are tasty.

Stop #3: Evelyn’s Drive-In / Tiverton, RI

Crushed clam shell parking lot. Check! Indoor/outdoor/pavilion dining. Check!

Feisty seagulls. Check! VW Bug fueled by fryolator oil. Check! Luminescent

sunsets over Nannaquacket Pond. Check!

No one else in the queue, RSB ordered a half-dozen, poses for an obligatory

photo by David, paid the bill, and was immediately beckoned at the pick-up

window with her order.

Staff: Renee! Is there a Renee?

RSB: (looks around for other customers approaching the window) Me?

Staff: Here you go! (foists the waxy white bag through the window)

RSB: I just paid for it . . . this is unusually fast. (grabs the bag, shoots David a
furrowed brow, a quizzical, confused look)

Pairing with the Official Beer of the Clam

Hark! Crispy crisp outside, beautiful coloring. Decent contrast against the overcast skies.

RSB leans in, enjoys a Narragansett Fresh Catch.

Joe quenches his thirst after round three.

A girl and her dog (and a shark).

Crawler Comments

RSB: Very bready, no flavor. Large clam chunks. Yeasty bready. Quickest order

so far – handed just after I paid for my order.

Joe: Disappointed. Crispy, off taste. Dry and chewy.

Carol: I had few clams, very crispy. Heavier interior, meh. Gorgeous location

makes it.

Christopher: Scant nubbins. Amazing location. Less clam flavor, more salt. Not

many clams. Denser.

David: Tastes like salt pond water. Chewy. Heavy. Lotsa clam.

ON THE RHODE AGAIN

As we focused our pursuits on new shacks and Top 5 finishers in CCC history,

contenders on Aquidneck Island eluded us this year. We’ve made loops around

Flo’s Clam Shack in Middletown in search of parking and/or a quicker way to get

in line, had run-ins with bikers in Island Park, and “tasted” what Joe unequivocally

deemed the world’s worst clam cake ever on the island.

A backseat view of the Mount Hope Bridge

We did, however, pay our regards with an EZ Pass fee as we crossed the island

and headed west.  

A backseat view of the Pell Newport Bridge

Stop #4: Two Little Fish / Misquamicut, RI (NEW)

From the furthest east-ish to the most southwestern corner of the state in a little

over an hour, the Clamwagen has made its way to Misquamicut, home to a

sprawling state beach, amusements galore, and a few clam shacks. We attempted

to visit Two Little Fish on CCC3, though technical difficulties prevented us from

tasting and testing. Until now.

We rolled into the parking lot, directed by a pleasant attendant and sauntered up

to the entrance. While David ordered, the Crawlers inspected every nook and

cranny inside and outside. 

Sustainability and responsibility!

Two Little Fish prides itself on its environmental practices, promoting it’s plastic-

free policy in its packaging and takeout accessories, and supporting Mystic

Aquarium programs. They’ll even reward you with a free snack if you bring in a

bag of trash picked up from the beach!

A fresh batch made to order. No heat lamps here!

David shows off his bifurcated clam cake.

Delish!

Crawler Comments

RSB: Incredibly crispy and light interior. Not chewy (in a good way). Large clam

chunks. Are small sized. Plastic-free, very eco-friendly.View of Weekapaug Pond.

Joe: Clam “fritters.” Very crispy, tender inside. Unusual flavor. Guided parking.

Dog-friendly.

Carol: Fritters. Parking attendant. Right on the beach. NO PLASTIC +

ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY (special commendation for animal rescue).

Crispy! Melty interior. Fresh!

Christopher: Plastic-free. My first time here, I dig the decor. Low on clams.

Decent nubbins. “Fritter.” friendly.

David: Small batch clam cakes. Chef opened one to check done-ness. Clam

fritter and crab cake combo is a great idea. Valet-style parking. Great

environmental awareness. Lovely taste.

Stop #5: Salty’s Clam Shack / Misquamicut, RI
(NEW)

Not to be confused with Salty’s Landing at Salty Brine State Beach, Salty’s Clam

Shack occupies the former site of Seafood Haven.

As Carol ordered, the Crawlers explored the environs. The little inlet remained in

the back (sans dead fish discovered in the sand during an early Crawl), additional

picnic tables off to the side accommodated outdoor diners.

TM
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Super crispy.

Carol is clammerghasted by the nubbinly crevices.

Joe and Carol refer to the rubric as they taste.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Nubbins like none other – lot of surface area. Dusting of kosher salt. OK

C2C ratio. Tan clams, not very sea-flavored.

Joe: Extra crispy. Dipped? Batter has odd taste.

Carol: Double fried? Super crispy, nubbins, salty crystals. Salty, larger than

average. Right off the beach.

Christopher: Small sandy beach behind. 7 “Fritters.” Salted. Super crispy, maybe

too. Largest of the crawl so far.

David: Extra crispy coating. Kosher dust salted. Taste was too plain.

Stop #6: The Hitching Post / Charlestown, RI (2017
Winner)

A Crawl favorite and not just for its food, The Hitching Post’s majestic gardens

and picnic area offer a roadside slice of peace and tranquility. Plus, it’s owned and

run by educators — and we *love* teachers.

Mecca gets meta: a look back as we Crawl forward.

While Joe waited for his order (indulging in his profile plastered next to the pick-

up window), the Crawlers retreated to the gardens for a little RnR (and blueberry

tasting).

In the garden of delight. (photo courtesy of David Norton Stone)

Clam beignets.

Oh scandalous!

How’s it nubbin?

RSB and the OG Gansett lager tallboy.

Crawler Comments

RSB: The softest clam beignet. Dainty yet soft. Melt in your mouth. Decent C2C

ratio. Shiny coated exterior. Peaceful gardens.

Joe: Same as it ever was. Pillowy. Crispy at the ends. Good taste. Heavy and

airy.

Carol: Pillowy soft, clam beignet. Gorgeous location in garden.

Christopher: Long wait. Pillowy. Great garden dining area. “Fritters.” 

David: Like a trip to the botanical garden! These fritters are meant to soak up

chowder. They were a little floppy today. Great blueberry picking.

Stop #7: Cap’n Jacks / Matunuck, RI

A Matunuck stalwart, Cap’n Jacks sits along a breachway to Succotash Point en

route to East Matunuck State Beach (RSB’s favorite state beach) and across from

the always jammin’ Matunuck Oyster Bar.

RSB hadn’t even received all of her change when a half-dozen bag was foisted

upon her by staff. And, as last year’s RI economic stimulus campaign implored us,

we took it outside to taste-test. 

The order was handed over before RSB received her change.

Crispy yet burnt.

RSB is skeptical of this clam cake.

Little discussion, much alignment on scoring.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Burnt taste. Extra crispy. Very little clam. Very MEH. Order came out (hot)

before I got change from my order.

Joe: BAD. Acrid aftertaste.

Carol: Order ready too quickly. Bitter aftertaste. Nice location, good cookie.

Christopher: Unpleasant aftertaste.

David: Burnt aftertaste from old oil. Pre-bagged, not a fresh batch. The one

time we needed tartar sauce we didn’t get it.

It may need a shot of penicillin.

Attempting to cleanse palates, David ordered the lobster cookie (ummm . . . make

sure it’s right side up, else something it may need a shot of penicillin) and we tried

to absolve sins.

Stop #8: Aunt Carrie’s / Point Judith, RI (2014 & 2015
& 2018 & 2019 Winner)

The reigning queen and four-time Crawl champion, Aunt Carrie’s is the originator

of the clam fritter and is the gold standard of fried bivalve goodness. How does

she fare this year?

A boy and his loaf of raisin bread.

While Joe scored Del’s Frozen Lemonade, a required palate cleanser, for the gang,

RSB and David headed in to order a half-dozen, some chowdah, and a raisin loaf. A

known entity, David was spotted by Phillip, the owner’s husband. 

Phil and his team hope this year’s a winner!

A Clam Cake Crawl first, we were recognized by our shack purveyor as The

Clamarati. This does cause certain concern, as we prefer to travel and taste

unnoticed, lest said purveyor gives us special treatment and a curated batch of

clam cakes. 

Phillip: So are we this year’s winner?

David: Oh, behave!
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Palate cleanser!

A well-rounded meal.

David considered the gold standard.

Not for nubbin . . .

Crawler Comments

RSB: Ginormous in size as well as clam chunks. Tons o’nubbins. Soft interior. No

aftertaste. Phil and staff recognized us.

Joe: Perfect. The best!

Carol: Enormous clams. Largest clam cakes. Excellent as always.

Christopher: What’s to be said that hasn’t been said before?

David: Absolutely slapping! Tons of clams, perfect texture.

PASSED: Monahan’s Clam Shack / Narragansett, RI

With picturesque views of the Towers and waters off Narragansett Pier,

Monahan’s Clam Shack is known for its exquisite cold lobster roll (seriously, I

could eat one a day and never be bored) and white chowdah. 

While we looked forward to hitting up Monahan’s, the line zig-zagged through it’s

parking lot and along the road, queuers likely waiting a good 40 minutes to place

their order. RSB had hit up Monahan’s earlier in the week for it uh-mazing cold

lobster roll and worked on her tan whilst in its outstretched line. Maybe we’ll visit

at a later date. Sigh.

NOT OPEN YET: Roy Boy’s Clam Shack / North
Kingstown, RI (NEW)

Coming This Summer! (photo courtesy of Christopher Martin, quahog.org)

Another Crawl newbie and relative to the venerable Carriage Inn, Roy Boy’s Clam

Shack is paired with The Frozen Cow. We cruised up 1A to discover it had not yet

opened, a banner announcing “Opening This Summer!” (Hopefully this one!)

Stop #9: Chevy’s Shack at Gardner’s Wharf /
Wickford, RI (NEW)

Fresh from the boat, Chevy’s Shack is inside this erstwhile seafood market in

picturesque Wickford Harbor. Provisions include fresh, local fish and bivalves by

the dozens, prepared seafood salads, and tanks of lobsters ($15.99 for a pound-

and-a-halfer), as well as fried goodness.

Following the signs for additional seating, we gathered around a picnic table

behind the building in a windy yet scenic spot on the harbor.

Denser than dense.

Christopher offers this to any willing (or ambulatory) seagull.

At least the view is pretty.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Awful. Did they cook in old oil? Tasted burnt, too crispy. Bad acrid

aftertaste.

Joe: Inedible. Dry. Same horrible aftertaste at Cap’n Jacks.

Carol: Warm, very salty. Donut texture, dry. Bitter. No.

Christopher: Salty. Not fresh. Greasy

David: Nice picnic area in the back. The Witches of Eastwick must have cursed

these clam cakes. Arrived cold, salty, bitter. Hocus Pocus focus!

Stop #10: Tommy’s World Famous Clam Shack /
Warwick, RI

World famous, huh? I’ve visited five continents and over 20 countries and have

never been asked about Tommy’s World Famous Clam Shack in my travels. And

yet . . . here we are.

The last shack on the Crawl and nearing RSB’s bedtime, Joe snagged a bag and we

sat at a picnic table under the tent to have at it. Something smelled . . . funny . . .

and it wasn’t from the neighboring Domino’s or even scant BO one develops after

a day on the Crawl. It emanated from the bag and the clam cakes. It wasn’t the

scent of clams, yet something harsher and overpowering. And as we tasted, we

recognized the flavor of old fryolator oil. Ehhhhh.

A “black pearl” in the bunch, a clear sign of old fryolator oil.

Yet again, Joe is skeptical of this specimen.

Picture in picture.

Crawler Comments

RSB: Overly crispy, almost fried to death. Odd odor. Old oil (end of day)?

Peppery aftertaste. Toothy.

Joe: Decent flavor. Super crispy. Off-putting aroma.

Carol: Salty, peppery. Unusual aroma.

Christopher: Dark. Hint of [something]. Is there a bit of cornmeal in the batter?

David: Strange crispy batter. Coarse interior. Huge piece of clam.

We benefited from an odd-weather, end-vacation day. Tropical Storm Elsa

careened through the area the day before, lingering overcast skies, an occasional

spitting wind, and rough waters, leaving for a meh beach day. It was also the end

of a popular vacation week, likely holiday-goers returning home to contend with

mountains of laundry and the existential ennui of return to work (even those who

just roll out of bed and flip up a laptop on their dining table). The roads were

unusually dead, able to roll right into every parking lot without driving around. No

complaints here!

Cheers!

After nine hours on the road, the Crawlers trawled back to Villa Mecca for a much

deserved final drink.

Clambina!

A TALE OF TEN CLAM CAKES

It was the best of Clam Cakes, it was the worst of Clam Cakes. There were the

hot, crispy, freshly made, and the heat-lamped warmed. There was the shack with

a 45-minute wait, and the shack not yet open for business; shacks with ocean

views and shacks overlooking garages. It was 137 miles, it was 13 cities and

towns. It was a time for Narragansett Fresh Catch, it was a time for Del’s. It was

overcast, it was sunny. It was full of surprises, it was all that we expected. It was

nine hours on a Saturday.

We did it so you don’t have to. You’re welcome.

THE RESULTS

1. Aunt Carrie’s / Point Judith

2. Two Little Fish / Misquamicut

3. Quito’s / Bristol

4. The Hitching Post / Charlestown

5. Salty’s Clam Shack / Misquamicut

6. Evelyn’s Drive-In / Tiverton

7. Amaral’s / Warren

8. Tommy’s Clam Shack

9. Chevy’s Shack at Gardner’s Wharf / Wickford

10. Cap’n Jacks / Matunuck

CRAWLING IN THE TIME OF (POST) COVID

We took last year off from the Crawl as restaurants and the hospitality industry

navigated nascent pandemic-safe reopening protocols and regulations, stage by

stage. Most clam shacks and roadside joints were open and *thrived* with take-

out and outdoor dining last summer with everyone masked, six feet apart in line,

reservations when appropriate, and accepting online or telephone orders. It

rather bummed us out to know every restaurant and staff experienced less-than-

cooperative patrons and some downright nasty behaviour (some still do), and it’s

had an indelible impact on the industry.

While many endured last year’s “new normal,” nearly every restaurant, bar, and

venue faces other challenges this year: inflation on the price of food and supplies,

and the dearth of employees. Running a business on already tight margins was

nerve-wracking enough. Providing the best service with the best food and

presentation possible has now become even more daunting — and The

Clamarati’s heart goes out to everyone in the industry.

We live by the Wild Colonial Tavern’s motto of “Be Nice or Leave.” 

It’s simple: Be respectful of your hosts and servers. If you’re asked to wear a

mask, wear it (and over your nose). If your order takes a little more time than

usual, take a chill pill. Oh, and don’t forget to tip your bartender (generously). A

little kindness and understanding goes a long way.

And if you need a refresher, here’s a little tutorial on how to “Be Nice” from our

friends at Roadhouse the Musical: https://youtu.be/riTErj2yZU0 

BY THE NUMBERS

10 Clam Shacks in 9-ish Hours

137 Driving Miles Covered in a full loop around Lil Rhody from start and finish

at The Clamarati Riverside HQ

3 New Shacks

1 Intentional U-ey

1 Unintentional U-ey

Crawled 3 out of 5 RI Counties (Washington, Kent, Bristol)

5 “Major” Bridges Traversed (I-Way, Sakonnet River, Mt. Hope, Pell Newport,

Jamestown-Verrazanno)

5 Full-Day Crawlers

1 Canine Crawler

8 cans of Narragansett Beer consumed collectively and responsibly
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And that, our friends, is the story of the Seventh Annual Lil Rhody Clam Cake
Crawl!

In clam cake, we trust.

Til next year (hopefully)!

— The Notorious RSB

Follow us Follow us on Instagram & Facebook! And share!

WATCH + READ MORE ABOUT THE CLAMARATI
& LIL RHODY CLAM CAKE CRAWL!

Munchies “The Battle of Rhode Island Clam Cakes” (August 30, 2020)

Rhode Island Monthly “Clam Cake Crawling” (June 2019)

Providence Journal “Clam cake crawlers search for Rhode Island’s best” (July

20, 2017)

Narragansett Times “Lil Rhody Clam Cake Crawl names top cake” (July 1, 2017)

View all posts by rsbinpvd
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# AMARAL'S FISH & CHIPS , AUNT CARRIE'S , CAP'N JACKS , CHEVY;S SHACK , CLAM CAKE CRAWL ,
CLAM CAKES , EVELYN'S DRIVE-IN , QUITO'S RESTAURANT , QUITOS , SALTY'S CLAM SHACK , THE
HITCHING POST , TOMMY'S CLAM SHACK , TWO LITTLE FISH
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One thought on “Seventh “Annual” Lil Rhody Clam Cake
Crawl”

Martha Reynolds
JULY 18, 2021 AT 7:14 PM

Lovelovelove! You made some great stops this year – a few familiar, a few new (to

me). Congratulations to the winner and the top three!
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